FOLLOW FLANGE FROM TURBO BRANCH SHORT PIECE

10 Feet long X 2.5 feet DIA

15 Inches DIA MS FLANGE

12 Inches DIA

10 Inches DIA

12 Inches DIA

3 Inches DIA

6 mm Thick CARBON STEEL SHEET MAIN BODY
10 mm ROUND PARTITION

BCL PAPER MILL (TMSS GROUP) EXHAUST SILENCER

DEUTZ MODEL- TBG-620V/16K 1344 KW / 1680 KVA
GAS-GENERATOR, EXHAUST SILENCER DETAIL

GENERATOR SUPPLIED & INSTALLED BY:
GAS-GEN & EQUIPMENTS LTD
208A BATTU SHARIF COMPLEX, 149/A AIRPORT ROAD
DHAKA-1215. Tel: 8144420, 9129651.

Drawn & Designed by:
Engr. Rafiq Ul Alam (Tony) B.Sc. Engg. (Elec) (FIEB) 01714 031330